I. Call to Order

II. Public Comments: 10 minutes (3-minute maximum per season) are set aside to receive comments on agenda items or items not on the agenda but within the authority (10+1) of the Senate

III. Action Items
   A. Adopt Agenda

IV. Informational Items
   A. ZTC Pathway Update: Lisa, Cheryl, Jason & Brook
      1. PPT For the Academic Senate for Communications ZTC Pathway

V. Return to Action Items
   A. Approval of Minutes
   B. Faculty Appointments
      1. FT Nursing Hiring Committee:
         a) In Discipline
            (1) Lisa Davis
            (2) Seaneen Sullinger
         b) Out Of Discipline: Vote for 1
            (1) Travis William
            (2) Alex Edens
      2. FT Counselor (Athletics)
         a) In Discipline:
            (1) Violeta Wenger
            (2) Joel Torres
         b) Out of Discipline: Vote for 1
            (1) Mary Rayappan
            (2) Leti Contreras
            (3) Joel McKown
            (4) Chris Zepeda
      3. Outcomes and assessment coordinator
         (1) Cheryl O’Donnell
         (2) David Beymer
   C. Second Reading Items
      1. Catalog Rights: Recommend language for Catalog Rights to the Academic Senate for inclusion in the relevant AP and in college publications.
      2. Recommend Academic Renewal Proposal to the Academic Senate for inclusion in the relevant AP and in college publications.
      3. GE Reciprocity: Recommend language for GE reciprocity to the Academic Senate for inclusion in the relevant AP and in college publications.
4. Recommend [language for Course Substitutions and Waivers](#) to the Academic Senate for inclusion in the relevant AP and in college publications.

**VI. Discussion Items**

A. First Reading:
   1. Student Equity Plan: [Copy of SEP](#)
   2. Resolution in support of Remote work for Counselors: Non-instructional faculty and instructional faculty should have equitable treatment under contract

B. Reports:
   1. SSEC Report

C. Faculty Reflections on the VPAA hiring process and the new DEI questions: Jason and Kelly

**VII. Presidents Report**

**VIII. Announcements**

**IX. Adjournment**